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KEY AND MARKING SCALE 

PLEASE ACCEPT ANY APPROPRIATE ANSWER NOT MENTIONED IN THIS KEY. 

     I.   COMPREHENSION                                  ( 15 POINTS) 

Testees should not be penalised for spelling or grammar mistakes in the comprehension section 

A. THE BEST TITLE.    (2 pts)  c. Youth and politics 

B. SENTENCE COMPLETION.  (2 pts ) 

1... getting/being involved in politics and/or doing voluntary work and/or voting.. 

2... although it is not profitable financially... 

C. CHART FILLING (2pts) 

Campaign Objective 

Sidaction  to raise people’s awareness about the dangers of AIDS 

National Campaign for Road Safety to reduce accidents and save people’s lives 

D. PICK OUT (3 pts) 

1. In elections, it does not really matter who the winner or the loser is. 

2. The young person may even get an opportunity to meet those higher up in government 

3. It will be considered as important as the vote of the most influential person they know. 

E. WORD REFERENCE   (3 pts )      

1.voting       2. political  parties  3.  young people 

F.  WORDS MEANING:   (3 pts ) 

1. boost     2. remote      3. awareness 

I. LANGUAGE          (15 POINTS) 

A. WORD FORMATION (2 pts)       1. industrial                 2. addicted 

B. GAP FILLING.  (2 pts)                  1. that’s why                2. whereas 

C. COLLOCATIONS (2 pts)     1. energy        2. account    

D. GAP FILLING  (4 pts)     1. which         2.can’t     3.smoking     4. down        

E. REWRITE SENTENCES .  (3pts) 

1. The article was published in a weekly…. 

2. If I had internet connection, I could/would/ use WhatsApp.  

3. My dad wanted to know if Linda (had) sent me an SMS.  

 

F. FUNCTIONS   (2 pts)     1. c: expressing an opinion      2.  b:making a request 

II. WRITING      ( 10 POINTS )  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Scoring criteria Scores 

Relevance of content to the task (3 pts) 

Paragraphing and organisation (2 pts) 

Appropriateness and variety of vocabulary (2 pts) 

Accuracy of grammar (2 pts) 

Mechanics (spelling, punctuation, capitalisation) (1 pt) 


